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Birthdays User Guide
Birthday or Annual Messages are sent to your contacts automatically. The Birthdays function is a module within the SMS platform that can send out annual text
messages automatically. It’s easy to setup. If you only have a few numbers, you can create a Birthday Group then manually ADD NUMBERS or create and format your
list on an Excel spreadsheet, and quickly Import a list into your BIRTHDAYS Group/s. The Group information stays in the system until you change it. And you can add
numbers or edit the numbers or VALUES or dates in the Group/s any time you need to.
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Step 1 – Add/Edit Groups > CREATE GROUP

Start in the Add/Edit Groups screen.
Then click +CREATE GROUP button.

Create Birthday Group

Enter the Group Name & Group Description

Enter the message you wish to send
on their Birthday (or annual event).
Note you can personalise each
message by using Placeholder fields
called Values.
You have up to 4 Value fields to use if
you wish. The @@value@@ is
replaced by the content you have in
those fields….more on this next page.
There’s also a character/message
counter. 160 characters = 1 message
(or as our techs like to call it, 1 Part).

The repliable setting means the
SMS will come “from” one of our
platform’s shared numbers, and any
replies will come back into
Reporting > Replies. “
This “from” number is a Sender ID
(like a caller ID).
You have the option to change the
default Sender ID to a word (e.g.
your business name),
but note you WILL NOT GET
REPLIES.
Or use your own mobile number as
the Sender ID to have replies
bypass the platform and come back

to your own phone.

Sender IDs are setup in the Sending screen.

Our platform can handle up to
459 characters (3 messages/parts).
But NOTE if you use Values it may not
calculate this accurately as your Value
fields’ data are different lengths (e.g.
your Value 1 may be their first names).

Select time of day you want the SMS to go out.

NOTE: check your current account time in your Account Settings.
If you’re in WA, SA, NT, & Daylight Saving States, the platform does not auto-adjust.

You can also have any REPLIES to your
SMS forwarded to your email address.
This is FREE but you must use the
repliable setting on SenderID
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Add single numbers

To ADD SINGLE NUMBERS do this on
the Add/Edit screen

Optional Placeholder fields which
match up with VALUE 1 ~ VALUE 4.
If you want to personalise each
message by inserting the firstname
into every SMS, you could have:
Value 1 as the firstname
Value 2 & 3 & 4 whatever other fields
you want to insert, otherwise leave
blank. Nothing from the Values will be
inserted into a message unless you
add it into your Message Content

Select Day & Month of the
Birthday or Event.
Tick this box if you think the
number may already exist, and
you want to update the Values
associated with the number.
Otherwise ignore.

Duplicate Checking gives you
the option of having this
number in all created Birthday
Groups (default) or you can
chose to not import if the
number is found in another
Group – or you can first
CHECK if it does exist
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Next page: how to import a LIST

Say you are adding Jane Smith to the
Birthdays. Add Jane to Value 1 field.
You can add Smith to Value 2.

This will not import
any number that
has previously
opted out and is
blacklisted. We
recommend leaving
this ticked.

Import a list of numbers

First, create & format your list.
1. On your computer, open up Excel or a similar spreadsheet program.

2. Add your list details into columns. Columns A, B,C are required and tells the system what Day and Month to send.
The other columns (D-G) are optional Placeholder fields (4 merge fields) for personalising your message. You could to use these for inserting the First Names and other
relevant info if you wish.
Column A = Mobile Number
Column B = Day
Column C = Month
Column D = Your choice = Value 1
Column E = Your Choice = Value 2
Column F = Your choice = Value 3
Column G = Your choice = Value 4

Don’t panic if excel drops the 0 on your
numbers. You don’t need it anyway.
The platform will accept: 04 or 61 or 4 .
After import, your numbers will all be changed
into 61 format anyway!

3. SAVE AS an Excel file (.xls or .xlsx) or a CSV file (.csv) to a folder on your computer.

Now click IMPORT to open the import screen

See next page (page 5)……..
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Import a list of numbers

Select which Birthday
Group to import into

TIP: If you haven’t already
created a Group in
Add/Edit you can also do it
from here.

Click to locate your
list in your PC
Indicate if xls, CSV, txt (it will
usually be pre-selected)

This function would normally be used for importing into a EXISTING Birthday group.
Tick this box if you want to update the VALUES associated with those existing
numbers (e.g. a change to a name Ann to Anne).
Otherwise ignore.

This will not import
any number that
has previously
opted out and is
blacklisted. We
recommend leaving
this ticked.

Duplicate Checking gives you the
option of having the same numbers in
all created Birthday Groups (default)
or you can chose to not import if the
number is found in another Group – or
you can first CHECK if it does exist
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You can PREVIEW your data before
importing. Ensure the NUMBERS are in
the number column, etc. NOTE: the
platform will let you map columns if they
are in a different order but we have found
this format to be the simplest.

Viewing Birthday Groups, Changing individual Numbers and Values

On this screen you can view ALL of your Birthday numbers or view by Group. In the example below we are viewing our current Group. You can also make edits to any
individual records to change their name or birthdate etc..

You have many SORTING
options: by NUMBER, by VALUE
fields, Day or Month.

TIP: Sort by DAY or MONTH to see
upcoming Birthday SMS.

You can EDIT an individual
record anytime.
NOTE: to edit Birthday Group
NAME do this via
Birthdays > Add/Edit Groups
instead.
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FAQs

HOW DO I KNOW IF A BIRTHDAY SMS WAS SENT?
You can view these in Reporting > Sent/Queued. Even though the Birthday module is separate from the main Sending functions, sent SMS will
Birthdays Module will still be reported.
HOW DO I SEND A TEST BIRTHDAY SMS TO MYSELF FIRST?
Create your Birthday Groups as per pages 2 & 3. Then add a test birthday number in (presumably your own number). But as the module is not instant,
setup your TEST Birthday message for tomorrow’s month/day instead. For example if today is May 12 and you want to send a test Birthday SMS to
yourself, setup the date as 5 13 (tomorrow’s date) and you should receive the test at the time you set in the Birthday Group. If not, contact us.
HOW DO I EDIT AN EXISTING BIRTHDAY RECORD?
Do this in Birthdays >Maintain Numbers. See previous page
HOW DO I CHANGE THE TIME AND/OR MESSAGE IN A BIRTHDAY GROUP?
Do this in Birthdays >ADD/EDIT GROUPS and click EDIT – see example below..

BAMBOOZLED?
If you need help setting up the Birthday list, or with anything else, we are happy to set this up for you free of charge.
Just call 1300 668 287 or email your list and message & time to our spreadsheet-loving manager Kerryn at kerryn@smsexpress.com.au

